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SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
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The Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education Information

Reports are being developed to disseminate information concerning docu-

ments analyzed at the ERIC Science, Mathematics, and Environmental

Education Information Analysis Center. The reports include four types

of publications. Special Bibliographies are developed to announce

availability of documents in selected interest areas. 'These bibliog-

raphies will list most significant documents that have Been published

in the interest area. Guides to Resource Literature for Science,

Mathematics, and Environmental Education Teachers are bibliographies

that identify references for the professional growth of teacher's at

all levels of science, mathematics, and environmental education.

Research Reviews are issued to analyze and synthesize research related

to science, mathematics, and environmental education over a period of

seVb;a1 years. The Occasional Paper Series is designed to present

research reviews and.discussions related to specific educational topics.

The Science,Mathematics, and Environmental Education Information

Reports will be announced as they become available.
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published in tht near fie.
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A STATUS REPORT ON THE STUDY OF,TEACHER

David C. Berliner

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
San Francisco, California 94103

FFECTIVENESS*

1

Advocates of performance or competency based teacher education,
state mandated evaluation programs, such as the Stull Bill in California,

'r-and teacher accountability systems, all suffer to some degree from
ostrichism. Ostrichism is a'comion disease often afflicting education.
It's etiology is in a premature commitment to a particular educational
movement. Behavioral symptoms include the:practice of sticking one's
head into the sand when problems appear; in the hope that the problems
will gO away.

Th particular educational movement which is inducing the current
epidemi of ostrichism is the commitment of educators to competency
trainin and evaluation without the existence of empirical evidence
linking teacher behavior to student outcomes in classroom settings.
The Cole an report (1966), and its offshoots (Jenks, 1972; Mosteller
and Moynihan, 1972), have minimized the role of the teacher 'in account-
ing for educational outcomes. These investigators claim that family
background, socioeconomic status, ethnicity and the like, are the major
causal variables affecting between school diffeYences in achievement.

In that same tradition is the criticism of Heath and Nielson (1974).
Their review of the studies of teacher clarity, use of student ideas,
criticism, enthusiasm, and other variables commonly accepted as skills
or competencies, bap revealed serious flaws in the'extant research.
They concluded first that there is no established empirical relation
between teacher behavior and student achievement. Second; that the-
flaws in the research are due to nonsensical statistical analyses,
weak research designs, and sterile operational definitions of teacher
behavior and student outcomes. And third, that because of_ the strong
association between omnibus measures of student achievement and socio-
economic and ethnic status, the effects of teachers and techniques of
teaching on achievement are bound to be trivial.

These are serious criticisms of the effects of teaching o student.
achievement. Yet unless replicable findings relating teaching ehavior
to student achievement in natural classroom settings can be found, the
performance and competency based teacher education, evaluation, and
accountability programs will not be believable. Let us.remember that
the heart of the performance and competency based approaches to teacher

education, teacher evaluation and teacher accountability has to be the

*The ideas presented in this paper have emerged from discussions with
the staff of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study of the Far West

--
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development. This is a project
of th California Commission on Teacher Preparation and,Licensing,
funded by the National Institute of Education. The comments of Margaret
Bierly, Leonard Cahen, Nikki Ftlby, Charles Fisher and Marjorie Powell
are gratefully acknowledged.



empirically established 'relationship between teacher behaviortts an
independent variable and student cognitive and affective outcomes as
dependent var ables. Whether we are interested in-effective science
teaching, as his group is, or effective mathematics or home economics
teaching, est blishing empirical ralationships-between teacher behavior_
and student o tcomes has to be our goal.
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INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEMS

rious instrumentation problems connected ±th both the
ent variables comMonly used research on teacher

x of those issues are discuss here,

Dependent Variab e Problems

Our work at the Laboratory has'been,.hampered by an inability to
satisfactorily resolve three problems connected with development of
dependent variabP-s. These problems are connected with standardized
testing, tests of spedial teaching units, and development of
ate outcome measu es. ,

Standardized
standardized achi
come measures.

They usually have
dictive of future
overwhelming flaw

testin . In studies of how teachers affect students,
vemene tests are extensively used as criteria or out-
dse tests are, as a group, highly reliable instruments,

adequate curriculum content validity, and seem pre-
academic success. These tests have, however; one
They simply may not reflect what was taught in any

one teacher's classroom. The tests are designed to be used in all kinds
of courses within a curriculum area, and therefore cannotbe completely
sensitive or appropriate for any one teacher's teaching (tall, 1972).
They simply lack 4ontent validity at the classroom level.

The standafd
standardized inte

zed achievement tests are also highly correlated with
ligence tests,'thus causing us to wonder exactly what



kinds of items are really used in these tests. Furthermore, the tests
-t are usually group administered multiple-choice tests. When working with

young, bilingual, or lower socioeconomic status childten, there Ls a
serious suestion about whether many of the children are being appropri-
ately tested.

a

In our ow9 work, when standardized tests must be used, we.try to
refine the items in a number of ways. We try to choose 'items where
there is evidence of subgtantial change in difficulty level over some
instructional period. In this way we hope to identify items that are
reactive to instruction. We try to pick items that correlate weakly
with a measure of general intelligence, like the Raven's Progressive
Satrices test, rather than picking those items with higher saturations
of general intelligence. We try to have teachers rate items on how much
time it would take them td teach that idea, or, how much emphasis they
put on material like that addressed by the item. Unless items on a
standardized test are put through a systematic screening of this type,
the test is not going to be particularly reactive to teaching. Off-the-
shelf standardized tests make poor dependent variables for studies of
teaching. This is.part of the difficulty in interpreting the Coleman
report. The tests they used in that study were more reactive to family
b round and ethnicity than they vere,to instructional events within
the chool. It does not directly follow from this kind of evidence that
teachers have no effect on student achievement.

Tests for special teaching units. To insurethe use of tests that
are content valid for a particular classroom, many investigators of
teaching, have created, special teaching units, er content vehicles to
study teaching (Berliner aneWard, 1974; Joyce, 1975; Popham, 1971); An
experimental unit of this type contains curricula materials, Objectives,
and sample test items. The teacher is asked-to teach to the objectives.
The unit could be a single 30-minute lesson, or require daily work over
three weeks. Under these conditions every ;teacher has similar materials
and objectives to.work with.' Students areipre and post tested with
carefully constructed tests designed to tap many dimensions of the
material in the experimental teaching unit, The dependent variable in
this Situation is much more valid and much more reactive to classroom
teaching. In comparative studies of teaching effeCtiveness, these
experimental teaching units, and their tests, have much to commend them.
Each teacher has a similar chancd to try to produce/gains in'student
achievement; Some teachers will be better.at, this than others.

d

Unfortunately., at this time in our research efforts, we do not
know if the measures of teaching effectiveness arrived at over a short
period of time provide an estimate of teacher effectiveness over a longer
period of time. Thig methodology, which is used irk our research on
teaching, allows us to use tests of high content validity that seem to
accurately reflect classroom practice for a short period of time. But
this me odology-may not have any predictive validity. We do not know
if the nking of teachers on effectiveness, as determined by the rela-
tionships between student pre and post test scores associated with an..
experimental teaching unit, is at all correlated with a ranking of those
teachers over the whole school year. We will have information on this
issue later in the year. Frankly, we do not now expect a measure of
teaching effectiveness obtained over.a short period of time to correlate

.



very highly with a measure of teaching effectiveness for an entire
school year. Thus studying teacher effectitreness with dependent mea-
sures tied to,special teaching units may not; in our estimat of the
state of the art, be a fair Characterization of teaching over he long
haul. Predictive validity with such materials_agears to he a

Multivariate outcomes. There are at least two dependent variables
in any instructional interaction that should be of interest to us. One
of these is the achievement of the learner in the situation. This has
been a commonly usedmeasure al instructional outcomes. ,The other, less
often examined, is the learnerla.feelings about the instructional situa-
tion. We do not always ask students questions which probe their liking
for their teacher or.the subject matter. We'overlook inquiring about
their enjoyment of their classmates, the degree of threat felt in the
clans, and whether or not they would take more courses in that area.
When Such issues' are addressed in research studies, the affective set
of dependent measures is kept separate from the achievement measures.

Oar problem in the research we do is to find ways, to use multi-
variate outcomes so that many kinds of'achfevement and affective
,responses are usedas indicators of the quality of classroom life for.
a ehild. I think the pioblem is something like the difficulties in '

teaching reading. You can-get high comprehension at slow reading rates.
. Or you can getf.low comFehenglon at high rates. of reading. But it is
obvious that there must be some optimum multivariate outcome that

simultaneously considers both regding comprehension;and speed. The
same kind of-multivariate outcome measures, simultaneously considering
both achidlement and affective outcomes is needed for research on teach-
ing. If we do not consider what is learned and what is felt about that
learning; simultaneously: we stand to fractionate school learning into
'pieces that do not resemble the students' view of reality.

Independent Variable Problems

Our work:has also been hampered by problems 'connected with the_
independent Variables used in studies of teacher effectiveness. A
major difficulty we have encdUntered is related to the issue of appro-
priateness of teacher behavior. A second issue is related to the deter-
mination of a Unit of analysis for the independent variable. A third
issue is concerned with the stability of teacher behavior;

/ Appropriateness of teaching behavior. My colleagues and,I h ave

spent a good deal of time counting teacher behaviors. We know"something
about the number of higher and lower cognitive questions asked er unit
time, we have counted the Pate of positive verbal priase, the n tuber of
criticisms made, the number of probes, the frequency of explai ing links,
etc. For many of these variables we have found a low correlation with
some student outcomes measures. But in our classroom observations We
have become acutely aware of the difference between a higher cognitive

question.asked after a train of thought is running out, and the same
type of question asked after a series o4 lower cognitive 'questions has
been used to establish a foundation from which to explore higher-order
ideas. We have seen teachers ask inane' questions. We have been teachers
direct questions to what we believe was the wrong child. We have seen
positi(e verbal reinforcement used with a new child in the class, one



who was trying to win peer group acceptance; and whose behavior the
teacher chose to use as a standard of excellence. We watched silently
as the class.rejected the intruder, while-the teacher's count in the,
verbal praise category went up and up and up. We have seen teachers.
respond to student initiated' questions with irrelevant information. We
have seen teachers achieve a high rate of proihng.student respontos to
questions, seemingly without regard for the student or the kind of
initial response given to a question. Some students were ettharassed by
the probing, with other students probes occurred at inappropriate times,
and sometimes probes were not used when the situation seemed to.cry out
for them. Similarly, we observed.skillful probing where a student's
knowledge about an issue was brought out and shared with.the class,
after a weak first response was gived by that student. The teacher's
questioning was as skillful as Plato's, but we had recorded only its
frequency.

All thesOevents have led us to reassess our strong behavioristic
stance in the study of teaching. We still regard frequency counts as
very useful information. But we now feel quite strongly that the
qualitative dimension, dealing with value judgements about appropriate
use'of skills, must enter into our observations'of teaching. ,Ve must
address the appropriateness issue in order to study the infgrmation pro-
cessing and decision making skills of human teach'ers. It is precisely
these skills that provide the most important rationale for having human
teachers in the classroom.

The unit of analysis for the independent variable. Something else
we have become acutely aware of in our stu es of teacher effectiveness
is the problem of the unit of analysis fo characterizing the independent
variable. Is the single teacher questio th- unit of interest? Is the
question, along with the wait-time, the t? Or is the teacher question,
wait-time, and student answer the uni which best characterizes the
independent variable? And if the 1: er is most appropriate, does that
transaction become part of an epi,s4.e br strategy of even morecomplex
dimensions and longer duration? eachers follow strategies of question-
ing and of discussion. 'In an nductive lesson the meaningful unit of
analysismay,be a one-hour one-week episode that is concerned with
the conservation of matt The individual question, reinforcers,
probes and student res uses may be trivial aspects of the overall epi-
sode. We certainly eed to think about new conception's for the units
underlying independent variables used in studies of teacher effective-
ness.

Something else abou the nature of an instructional episode has
perplexed us. We have found very little data desciibing the nature of
the instructional activities and episodes a child engages in each day.
Since instructional time appears to be an important variable in the
learning process (Wiley, 1973; Harnischfeger and Wiley,-1975) we need
to o tain accurate records of how time has been allocated to the vari-
ous instructional activities and episodes we might identify. The work
of mp (1967) and the techniquer-eBarker (1968), are useful starting
points for obtaining this kind cd information. This,perspective yields
accurate descriptions of the time a child spends in various activities
and the time he is exposed to instructkional episodes of various types.

5 1)



These activities and episodes can be treated as independent variables
and may e causally related to various types of student outcomes.

%. Stebility of teacher behavior. Before an observer enters a class-
room to code teacher behavior in any'sensible way, he has to be sure of
two ngs. First, that the frequency of the events he is trying to

ilbse e is higb enough so that at least one instance of the event will
occur/during the observation period. Second, the behavior to be coded
shoed represent the teachers usual and customary way of behaving. Only
if t ese conditions are met can a teacher's behaviorbe sensibly char-
actgrized by the frequency count or rating scale description obtained
in 'observation of classroom activities. These basic requirements'fbr
obpervation must be examined closely.

1 /
. 1.

Many studies relating teacher behavior to student outcome have
itxamined teacher behavior that did not occur frequently. For example,
ong 32 primary-grade science teachers the use of questions calling

. for identifying relationships, hypothesizing, andtesting, hypotheses are
/ extremely rare events on any given occasion of observation (cf. Moon,

i 1969; 1971). Another tase of low frequency events, in an important area
of teaching, has to do with the management skills of teachers. We find
that in some communities classroom'management is not too difficult. The

f

, students are motivated and parents exert tight behavioral control, so
that traumatic disturbances are quite infrequent. In other communitiesf

serious management problems exist all day long. So we find that to
observe instances of teacher behavior in the area of classroom managemelit,,
we must. remember to take into account ecological factors. Furthermore,
we have learned that even in settings where management problems usually
occur with high frequency, certain teachers are so quick to establish a
non-disruptive s"ocial, system-that, by the time the observer enters the
class, particular kinds of events have beedtpiecluded from occuring.

How then can one study teacher behavior when important variables in
the study rarely occur? One answer, of course, is in denser observation
than is customary. Five one-hour observations of teacher behavior,
which is unusually high for most studies of teaching, may simply not
provide all the information an investigator may want. In addition, part
of the answer is ih knowing when and,where to observe. For e*ample,
the first two weeks of schooling would be important for a study of
management skills in inner city schools. Simply trying for denser
observation, later in the yeai, in other types of schools, migq be
wasted.

Thb problem Of estimating behavioral stability is partly relattd
to the problem of the frequency of occurrence of behavior. When the
frequency of a behavior.is low the correlations between the frequency
of occurrence for certain events, over occasions (that is, a coefficient
of stability for the behavior), will be low, 13ut part of the problem in
looking at stability of teacher behavior is quite distinct from the fre-
quency issue. Think fora moment about the characteristics you prize
in a teachers Usually, people think of "good teachers as flexible.
Such teachers are expected to chahge methods, techniques, and styles tb
suit particular students, curriculum areas,,time of day or year, etc.
That is, the standard of excellence in teaching that we hold implies
a teacher wbose behavior is inherently unstable. Needless to saylthere

6 11



is a problem fo

tomary and usua

For our st

occasions,, for

The results are
stability from

an observer who is,trying to measure a teacher's cus-
ways of teaching.

dy of 'teaching we have reviewed teacher stability., over
great many variables (Shavelson and Dempsey, 1975).

fascinating. On the laughable side are coefficients of
ampbell's (1972) analysis of science teaching at the

junior high school level, over two occasions. The Flanders Interaction
Analysis System was used, and the stability coefficient, that is, the
correlation between a teacher's standing on a measure across two occa-
sions was, for a measure of indirectness in teaching (i/d ratio), -.90.
On five occasions Moon (1969; 1971) studied 32 primary grade science
teachers trained in the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS).
The stability coefficient for the Flanders indirectness measure went all
the way up to +.18; for the frequency of fact or recall questions, the
stability coefficient *as -.12; and for amount of teacher talk, only
+.12. In Borg's (197.2) study, the behavioral stability of teachers was
measured after draining in questioning techniques had taken place. The
stability of thd ratio of higher-order to fact questions was .07. The
rather large number of low and even negative stability coefficients
which exist in the literature confirms ou belief that the independent
variables we often work with in studies of teacher effectiveness are not
fair indicators of a teacher's typical behavior. We are so eager.to%
capture variables for data analysis with ouw rating scales-and frequency
counts, that we seem to have forgotten to check if our methodology is
appropriate to the phenomena we are interested in studying

'441

Of course there are Many exceptions to'thve trend for teacher behaY-
ior to be unstable. We have found ratings of variables over 10 occasions
Oat yield high stability coefficients. These include stability coef
ficients of .92 for teacher warmth; .79 for teacher enthusiasm; and .83
for teacher sensitivity (Wallen, 1969). We hive found frequency counts
demonstrating that a global variable composed of all types of reinforce- /
ment is reasonably stable over occasions, yielding a stability coeffic- /

ient of .64 (Trinchero, 1974). In the latter study, however, we find /

considerable evidence pointing to'the lack of generalizability of sten/
bility coefficients across different teacher populations, curricula areas
and student populations. For example, the Stability coefficient over,
two occasions for the frequency of positiye verbal teacher behavior was
.04 for English teachers, and .57 for social studies teachers.,

By examining the stability of teachers' behavior, which is used as
the independent variable in studies of teacher effectiveness, we con-
clude that: 1) some teacher behaviors that we think are important to
study occur infrequently. To study them requires extensive observation
in particular settings'at appropriate times; 2) some teachA behaviors
that we think are important to study are basically-unstable over occas-
ions. No practical amount orobseriiations will result in a. reliable
estimate of a teacher's use of. these behaviors. Perhaps we need to
develop measures of variance instead of measures of central tendency to
describe those behaviors; 3) some teacher behaviors are siablvver
occasions. In general, but not always, ratings or high infePrence vari-

\ ables, r her than frequency counts Or low inference variables, are the
more st le; 4) stability coefficients for many teacher behaviors will

4,
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not demonstrate ecological or population validity. Teacher behavior is
moderated, as it should be, by the kinds of students and the variety of
settings that teachers work in. Until we know more about which teacher
behaviors fluctuate, and how and'why they fluctuate over time, settings,
curricula, and populations, studies relating teacher behavior to student
outcomes must remain primitive.

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

A loosely related set ,of issues has been grouped under the title
problems-in methodology. Each of the problems and issues mentioned is
in some way hampering the development of reliable knpwledge abdut the
relationship between teacher behavior and student outcomes.

\

Student Background and Teacher Effectiveness

One problem ii studying the teaching process is estimating how much
can legitimately be expected of teachers or schools as an influence on
student growth. This problem is debated in educational philosophy,
sociology anAeconomics, as well as educational psychology. And this
issue has alitady been ,Inentioted when we discussed how procedures are
needed to reduce the influence of intelligence and ethnicity on tett
performance; studies. of teacher effectiveness. But the problem is
even more pervasive: Can-a teacher be held accountable if a perfectly .

appropriate prescription is &pen, and then not follmied by students?
Suppose a teacher says, "reidIgilIt chapter and come to my office so we
can discus§dirt." Among sub-cultures that see schools as hostile or use-
less, staelfgwill not read the chapter and will not come into discuss
it. Classes of such students may show minimum growth in achievement at
the end of the year. And these low achieving classes may very well be
made up o,f lower socioeconomic status children and ethnic minorities.
Under these conditions, how much responsibility is to be placed on
teachers for the low student performance?

On the other hand, with high intelligence, high _socioeconomic
children; growth in achievement takes place almost in spite of the
teachers and-teaching. Can the achievement, of seidentd in those settings

attributable to teachers, or,.is it # Product Arf genetic and environ-
mental advantage, relatively unaffected by what teachers do?

Sinee some children, often whole groups of children, may be unwill-
ing to learn in the institutions we now use to educate them, and some
children learn in those institutions regardless of. what happens to them,
how do we go about attributing student achievement to what teachers do?
In the case of low achieving students we feel we may have to evaluate
teachers against some other criteria than student,achievement, yet to
do so denies that teachers can and should make a difference in the
achievement Of lower sociodionomic and minority children. I have no
solutions to this problem. I only know it exists and must be thought
about as people naively discuss teacher effectiveness without qualify-
itt what they say by noting the.students' background characteristics,
particularly socioeconomicltatus And intelligence.

, 8 , 1 3



The Subject Matter and Teacher Effectiveness,

That student background characteristicS influence test performance
and almost all other aspects-of schooling is well established. That was
not so well understood, until recently, is that student perfotmance in
different curriculum areas is differentially affected by those back-
grounecharacteristics. In the International Education Association's
(TEA) cross-cultural study of student achievement (Postlethwaite, 1973),
the variance accounted for by student background characteristics, such
as intelligence and ocial class, was estimated for a number of subject
matter areas. Clearly highlighted, around the world, was that home
influences on subjects like reading and social studies are very powerful
Those influences are so powerful, in terms of their accounting for
student achievement, that there may not be enough variance unaccounted
for in the performance of students to attribute to the influence of
teachers.

But in other curriculum areas, student background accounts for
much less variance. Physics, chemistry, French, Spanish, geometry, and
trigonometry are not typically learned at home,and therefore the schools
account for more variance in these measures of achievement than for
achievement measures if reading, social studies or language arts. This
does not mean that socioeconomic status and intelligence are not, related
to performance in science, foreign language or mathematics. It simply
means that the influence of those background factors is much less, thus
leaving more variance to potentially attribute to school and teacher
effects.

If we want to study teaching we should study it in those areas
where we are most likely to be able to attribute an effect to teachers,
alter the influences of test unreliability and home background have
been removed. Instead we typically study teaching in those subject
areas where we are hardest pressed to causally relate teaching behavior
to student outcomes. New approaches are called for.

Normative Standards and Volunteer Samples.11 the Study of Teacher
Effectiveness _

Our own work and that of many of my colleagues, is, in simplest
form, a comparison of the post-instruction test scores of classes that
had similar pre-instruction test scores. These comparative differences
in outcomes are believed to discriminate between more and less effective
teachers. Our research approach is entirely normative. And in a norm
referenced research study some teachers will always appear to be better
than others. In fact, the whole sample of teachers in any study may
be quite poor when judged against some absolute standards, and we would
never know.

Mor.likely, since studies of teacher effectiveness in natural
environments require the informed consent of voluntee* teachers, we are
likely to do research with a sample of self- confident, relatiiiely open
teachers, almost all of whom may be superior to a non-volunteer sample
on an unknown number of unidentified dimensions. But in a norm refer-
enced system, where teachers are evaluated against other teachers, we
will judge some of our sample to be less effective than others. This

9



is a silly research strategy, but one we cannot easily change. T6 bring
about change in this approach we would need to impose criterion refer-
enced achievement standards for teachers, and require all teachers to
participate in research of the type we are talking about. Uptil we can
do that, and I doubt we ever will,. we should never talk of effective and
noneffective teachers. We are, at best, dealing with mor$ and less
effective teachers, which is quite different from the absolute criteria
implied by the terms effective and noneffective. And because our norm
referenced research is dohe with volunteer samples, our statements about
teacher effectiveness should also include some reference to the fact
that these are more or less effective teachers from a sample of teachers
that are themselves Prpbably superior to the average teacher in an unknown
number of ways.

Individual Differences Among Students and Teacher Effectiveness

All teachers known that some of the things thevdo will not be
effective with some df the children they teach. There is no feeling of
failure when this occuts, that's just the way things are. Most teachers
recognize this problem and modify instruction accordingly. They cus-
tomize their behavior, as best they can, to fit the individual styles
of students. Our research on teacher effectiveness, however, usually
ignores this phenomena. We rarely collect enough individual difference
measures on students to find out if particular teaching behaviors are
differentially effectiv'e with different types of children. For examplef
from what we know abouellow aptitudes and treatments interact
Berliner and Cahen, 1973), we can expect that a highly structured courge
i2jcience, taught by a well organized somewhat dominant teacher, will/
y eld greater achievement for high anxious students than for low anxious
students. On the other hand, the low anxious student will probably per-
form better than the high anxious Student in the class of a science
teacher providing only small amounts of guidance and using an inductive
approach. In research on teacher effecrr7g*s we ordinarily find no
relation to student achievement outcomes for'teacher behaviors that
help to'define constructs like inductive or jeductive teaching style.
Relationships may not appear because we do ...dot know how to partition
students Into meaningful subgroups for.-06m the two different treatments.
might be uniquely applicable.. If we could have divided students into
high and low anxious individuals, to follow our example, we might have
found that teacher behaviors within each teaching style had important
effects on student achievement.

I have no doubt. that the styles of teaching and teaching behavior
recommended by, say, the curriculum guides accompanying new science
curriculum projects are appropriate recommendations for some teachers,

1. when interacting with some students. But not all students! By not
focusing on the individual aptitudes, styles, personality, and traits
of the student, we mask the effects of teachers, thus making it almost
impossible to establish empirical relations between teaching behavior
and student outcome.

An equally important reason to use the aptitude-treatment inter-,
action approach is to find teacher behaviors that in general have
positive relationships with student outcomes, but are, in fact, nega-
tively,affecting the performance of small numbers of students/ Research
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on teacher effectiveness has to begin starching for interactions as it
----continues trying to establish more general links between teacher behavior

and student outcomes.

Mediation of Teacher Effectiveness Through the Student's Behavior

Another-aspect of classroom reality that must be brought into our
designs for research on teaching ski115 and competehcies, is the fact
that teacher behavior does not influence Student achievement directly.
That is, a teacher's indirectness, or questioning, or reinforcement does
not simply result in greater mathematics, reading, or science achieve- ,
ment. The link that must be understood is the behavior of the student
In the instructional setting. We are now convinced that the mediating
link so necessary to consider is a students active time-on-task. If

A teacher questions, reinforcement, warmth, and clarity are to affect outs.
comes, they can only do so by engaging and then keeping thestudent's
attention. If the student will attend, the possibility of learning
exists. We need to look at teacher behaviors that affect student active
learning .N, To do so means putting much more effort into clinical studies.
In this way an investigator can work one-to-one with studenrA, trying
to understand how the student allocates his attention, and hiow nominal
stimuli emitted by the teacher, become effective stimuli -for that student.
To think that there is g direct link between, say, a ta-eher's questions
whial require the generation of hypotheses by studentg, and the students'
achievement on a science test is Overly simple. Intermediate links in
thaccausal flow require us to examine the studonWs attending and 4n-
forfacion processing behavior. =

Another aspect of the student that mute thought about for research
in teaching is the student's perspectivp_mf the events that impinge upon
him in classrooms. We do not know how, h of what.we call skilled
teaching is even perceived by the le r. From the learners perspec-
tive* perhaps "analysis" and "synt level questions are not dis-
tinguishable. Stucitifits may diffe;117::' iate only "memory" and "thinking"
questions. From the learner's .4',ective the rate of reinforcement
may be irrelevant. The teach:71 ther is "nice" or "not nice" to stud-
ents. I believe that some v les thought to be quite important by
educational theorists are ct unimportant, unperceived or unper-
ceivable by students (cf, ne, 1974). Students exposed to variables
they cannot perceive or -t variables- they believe to be unimportant,
may be unaffected by ----.variables. We certainly need ,to follow-Snow's
(1974) adviee to refehers,that oriel more ,detailed accounts of what
learners do;rq se to experimental treatments.

Construct Val on and Teacher Effectiveness

Thro e writings of the logical positivists, and particularly
the physii t Bridgman, social scientists became aware of the critical
nature language and operations in science. An initial development
to £ur scientific understanding of some phenomena is a descriptive
language that uses cOncepts.having common meaning among the scientists
* g in the same area. The intensive and extensive meaning of key

cepts needs to be shared by the members of the scientific community
e less the overlap of shared meaning, the less rigor the science can



develop. A case in point would be a term like "withitness" from the
study of teaching by Jacob Kounin (1970).:. The teacher who can spot
trouble before.it begins has "withitness." Such a teacher can be work-
ing with one group of students and call out a student's name at the
other end of the room because he is beginning to cause a disturbance.
That is "withitness." I recently went into a classroom and one of the
concepts that helped me organize what I saw was the concept of "withit-
ness. I felt perf at home using the concept. It helped me make,
sense out of the di' t, styles of two teachers I was observing. Yet
the concept itself c be rigorously defined and relies upon very
subjective interpretation of phenomena. The construct of ''withitness,"
like many g. the concepts we work with, is useful, but inadequately
defined.

One way to increase the preciseness of our concepts is to tie them
through clear operations to the measurement of their occurrence. For
example, we can take a concept like teacher warmth, and define it as
the number of times per day the teacher smiles. But is that what we

/.want to measure when we measure warmth? 1 seems that the phenbmena we
gvaare interested in is fragmented beyond reco ition when we use the

occurrence of some molecular behavior to operationally define our terms.

What we need to.db in the study of teaching is to being incorpor-
ating multiple methods of measurement into the studies we do (Campbell
and Fiske, 1959). If we want to work with the concept of "withitness" ,

or "warmth," we neOdto measure the concept from as many different per-a,
spectives as we cat. For example, we should measure a teachers warmth
by self-report, stgdent report, observer rating, frequency count of
smiles, percent of gestures regarded as affectionate, and anything else
we can think of. Then, from the intercorrelations of the various
imprecise and imperfect measures of warmth, we can begin to understand
the construct we so glibly use, but cannot 'clearly define. Extensive
construct validation thftt take place or the impreciseness of our language
for describing the phenomena we are interested in will keep the empiri-
cal study of teaching at its present prithitive level.

The Generalizability of Measures of Effectiveness

If we are going to try to characterize teachers as more or less
effective; in order to see if the behavior of those teachers differ, we
need to know if the teachers themselves maintain their rank ordering on
measures of effectiveness over time and over subject matter areas. As
part of our research, we reviewed studies that addressed this problem.
There are about eight studies of teacher effectiveness over lengthy
periods of time (see'Shavelson and Dempsey, 1975). The mean of these
correlations between teacher effectiveness measured two or more times
is about .30. This is based on data from predominantly primary age
children tested with standardized reading and mathemgtics achievement
tests. Brophy's (1973) study presents some interesting data to.con-
eider. Residual gain scores over 3 years were examined for 165 elementary
teachers. Twenty-eight percent of the teachers were consistent in their
effects on students three years in a row. Approximately 14 percent of
the teachers in the study were consistently effective in producing higher
than predicted reading and math achievement. And 14 percent of the



teachers were consistent 'in being associated with'classes that had
scdres-lower than predicted in readingand mathematics three years in
a row. 'Thirteen percent of the teachers showed linear increases in
residual gains over thelthree years. That is they appeared to be
getting more effectiu in their teaching. Similarly, 11 percent of
the teachers showed a linear decrease overthat time period. They
seemed, to be getting less effective over time. Forty-nine percent of
the teachers in this sample Wereinconsistent in the patterning of their
residual tcores over time.

,

In our review of stiprt term studies of teacher effectiveness, rang-
ing across grade leVels and all kinds of,iurriculum.areas, we find that
when the same content is taught to similai students (for example, teach-
ing and reteaching an.ecology lesson'totwo samples of urban students),
moderately stable estimates' of teacher' effectiveness are obtained. But
when different content is taught to two or More.groups'of similar
students, the effectiveness measures were not found to be stable. Sim-

, ilarly, when different content is taught to. the same students, estimates
of effectiveness from occasion to occasion are unstable. Our own
research, just completed, involved about 200 elementary school teachers,
each of which taught a two-week, specially designed teaching unit in
reading and mathematics. Residual gain scores for each subject matter
were calculated. These measures of effettiveness using different con-
tent and the:same students were correlated. From these data we find
that measures'of effectiveness in the two curriculum areas correlate
about .30.

It appears that teachers do not, by and large, remain in a stable
ordering on measures of teacher effectiveness. If, as we have discussed,
the independent'vatiables we typically look at are often umtable, and
measures of teacher, effectiveness also show instability, the possi-
bility of correlating teacher behavior with student achievement to
determine effective

much
g behavior is quite limited. In fact, unless

we reconceptualize much of what we do in this research area, it is
ludicrous!

STATISTICAL PROBLEMS*

We have examined instrumentation and methodological problems, and
turn now to a brief discussion of.the statistical problems associated
with the study of teach °er effectiveness. The strategy We use in 6ur
research is to identify groups of teachers that differ in effectiveness
and then to analyze the teaching behavior of he teachers in the con-
trasting groups. Our choice'of statistical techniques is, limit0 to
those that apply when a single ach?evement test is administered to
students priotto,',andfollowing,some teaching; and the teaching is
considered an intervention that takes place with students who were not
randomly assigned to classes. Under these conditions a statistical
method is required to discriminate between groups of teachers that
differ significdhtly in avetage pupil gain. The basic problem is one

-*Robert W. Heath and Richard Marliave, perforMed,the 40alyses that
addressed the problems discussed in this section of the paper.-
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addressed over and over in educational research. How do you measure
change without a true experitnental design?

We have examined the wh le range of statistical techniques'based on
regression approaches. We 1 oked at the advantages and disadvantages of
residualized raw scores, res dualized true scores, curvilinear adfust-
ments and methods that corie t for non-homoscedastic bivariate distri-
butions. We have also exams A ways to define effettiveness based
simply on post test raw score differences, for classes that had similar
pre test scores. And we find much to recommend this simplest of methods,i
which avoids all pretense of ophisticated statistics. We have also
found intersting posqibiliti s in the new scaling methods, which avoid
many of the assumptions of cl ssical test theory. Groups of teachers
that maximally differ from ea h other can be identified with these .tech-
niques, providing samples or more and less effective teachers within

.

curriculum areas.

I stated above that the
teacher education, evaluation
establishment of empirical re

an independent variable and s
But before we can adequately

deal with the,problems of ins
We must come to ,grips with th
unknown predictive validity o

tl problem of building multivari

CONCLUSION

heart of performance and competency based
land accountability programs is the
ationships between teacher behavior as
udent achievement as a dependent variable.
stablish those relationships we need to
rtibentation, methodology and statistics.
inadequacy of standardized tests, the
tests from special teaching units, the

to outcome measures, the problems of
measurement of appropriateness of teacher behavior, the lack of exper-
ience in choosing an appropriate unit of analysis for describing teach-
ing behavior, and the lack of stability of'many teacher behaviors.

We need time to consider the problems of how student background
affect measures of teacher effectiveness, what subject matters should
be examined, how normative standards and volunteer teachers affect what
we can say about teachers and teaching, howindividual students react
to teaching skills, how studOts monitor and interpret a teacher's
behavior in ways which may or may not coincide With how educational
theorists interpret' the phenomena, and we need time and resources to
do construct validation and studies of the generalizability of measures
of teacher effectiveness.

Finally, we need guida ce on what techniques to use for measuring
changes in the achievement cif students in natural classrooms.

When we have finished (Lcamining this potpourri of
and concerns, we will be ready to begin the scientific
ing. And if we cannot deal with all of these problems

should simply acknowledge that teaching is, after all,
set of events which cannot be easily understood.
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problems, issues,
study of teach-

, perhaps we
a very complex
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